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TYPE A
It can be used in all of the sailing waters of small boats.

[Blue Storm inflatable life jackets are all TYPE A. ]

TYPE D
Coastal waters Small vessels / 2‐hour limited coastal areas / calm water area

In small boats to the above the navigation area, you can use as legal equipment.

TYPE F
Coastal waters Small vessels / 2‐hour limited coastal areas / calm water area

The above and the navigation area, small boat equipped with the following two requirements. Or, it can be used as a

legal fixtures in special small ships (water motorcycles, etc.).

1. that there is unsinkable performance (structure that does not sink there is enough buoyancy to the ship).

2. kill switch function (which the operator the engine is automatically stopped when drainage) is a thing.

3. that it is equipped with an acoustic signal instrument (flute, horn, etc.).

TYPE G
‐ Calm water area

It was used as a navigation area, boat with the following two requirements. Or, it can be used as a legal fixtures in

special small ships (water motorcycles, etc.).

1. that there is unsinkable performance (structure that does not sink there is enough buoyancy to the ship).

2. kill switch function (which the operator the engine is automatically stopped when drainage) is a thing.

3. that it is equipped with an acoustic signal instrument (flute, horn, etc.).

■ and sailing waters of small boats, about Type of life jacket that can be installed

 

The life jacket of TYPE
 

The life jacket for the Ministry of Land, Infrastructure and Transport type approval Small vessels, there is a TYPE that defines the navigation waters

that can be mounted as a legal fixtures. 

In the case to become a life jacket / life jacket used as a mounting fixtures of small boats, please check the TYPE of navigation area and life jacket.

[Small vessel safety regulations] 

More information about the installed equipment and navigation waters such as small boats, visit the website of the Japan Craft Inspection Organization

(JCI).

Japan Craft Inspection Organization (JCI) Homepage

Ministry of Land, Infrastructure and Transport Maritime Bureau
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※ Illustration is an image. Detailed navigation area, please refer to the Ship Safety Law Enforcement Regulations.
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